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SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

MUSIC BY: Brian S. Wilson • WORDS BY: Brantley Bryant

Our challenges we have faced and love kept us strong
So now We're no ma we ce le brate how far we all have come
Sea wolves we ce le brate the hard work that we've done
here now to ce le brate the ho nors we have won

Though we live in diff rent ways We're here to ge ther on this bright day

thank you So no ma State and we're for now a proud that new we chap ter our starts part We'll

hold on to all your les sons like trea sure with in our heart.
like can dles with in our heart.
like sun shine with in our heart.
Congratulations and welcome to Sonoma State University Commencement.

What a day! Here we are, on this beautiful campus, with so much history and so many memories running like a river through the land beneath our feet. We are preparing to celebrate the success of our students, who have so enlivened and enriched our learning community with their talent and enthusiasm. Commencement represents one of the most momentous experiences in a lifetime – an unmitigated recognition of accomplishment, optimism, and potential.

So much in education is about the future: growing, building, developing, preparing, training. We invest in what we hope will be a better, more enlightened future. We steadfastly believe in the wisdom that true knowledge brings understanding and, over time, positive social change. But today we get to be fully in the present, acknowledging that at this very moment, we are all at our best, and sharing with each other the joys of success, past, present, and future.

To all of you who are graduating, today is the culmination of every late night, every sacrifice, every obstacle and challenge, every bit of effort you had to lend to your studies. You are strong, courageous, and capable leaders. To each and every one of you who has served as family support, teacher, coach, mentor, friend, and morale booster, thank you for your deep investment in the education and accomplishments of our students. And to all of you who have helped make this day – and every day at Sonoma State – special and fulfilling, I hope you feel my appreciation for all of the work you do, much of it unseen, to sustain our values and support our mission.

Sonoma State is a unique and precious community. The Class of 2023 is unique and precious, and on behalf of the University, I assure you that you will always belong here, always have a place to call your educational ‘home.’ We stand behind you, sending our Seawolf wishes, cheering you on and rooting for your happiness and achievements. Life is unpredictable, and fortunes changeable, but my hope is that you can always recognize and call upon your strength and abilities as the leaders you are. You can change the world. You will change the world. You have already made Sonoma State a better community, and today we celebrate your success, past, present, and future.

Best wishes for the future,

Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D.
President
MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR

Dear Class of 2023:

I offer you my most enthusiastic and heartfelt congratulations on achieving this consequential milestone on the journey of a lifetime.

Today, we celebrate you – and all the hard work, perseverance and scholarship that brought you here. You will undoubtedly look back on this occasion for many years to come, filled with a well-earned sense of pride in your accomplishments – and maybe even a sense of relief for attaining a goal that, at times, might have felt more than a little daunting.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held firmly onto your dreams and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have foreseen or imagined. You have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills – far beyond your academic work – that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. Your resolve shines brightly as a symbol of hope and optimism. It is admirable. And it is inspiring.

Of course, you did not make this journey alone. We also recognize the faculty who deepened your knowledge and enabled you to see the world from new perspectives. We acknowledge the counselors, tutors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who championed you at every turn. And we appreciate the family, friends and loved ones who encouraged you, uplifted you and supported you along the way. Please remember to thank these important people and let them know how much their support means.

This celebration marks a new beginning for you – a time to commence a new life, filled with opportunities and prospects made possible by your degree from the California State University.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than 4 million CSU alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain your addition to their ranks will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that – in the Cal State spirit – you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, seek opportunities to foster equity and always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. And whenever possible, support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

On behalf of the entire California State University, again, congratulations.

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester, Ph.D.
Interim Chancellor
MRS. ANNE AND MR. DANTE “DAN” BENEDETTI
Honorary Doctor of Letters

Anne and Dan Benedetti, who are being jointly recognized as a couple, have deep roots with the Sonoma State campus.

“This is quite an incredible honor. I feel very pleased, and am so very humbled and grateful,” said Mrs. Benedetti, who graduated from Sonoma State in 1993 with a B.A. in music. “I’ve had a relationship with the university for quite a few years in different capacities – working on the Green Music Center and also when I went back to school late in life,” she said, fondly recalling her days “carpooling when my youngest child had just started kindergarten, and being a mom and a student and such.”

In 2010, Mrs. Benedetti earned the Distinguished Alumni Award for her years of championing arts and education in the Sonoma County community. She played an instrumental role in supporting the strategic planning for the Green Music Center, where she served as a board member, including a term as GMC board chair. She also served as a community member on the strategic planning committee for the university.

In addition to Mrs. Benedetti’s longstanding support for Sonoma State, she is also an Emeritus Board Member for the Santa Rosa Symphony, having served with the arts organization for 12 years, including a term as board president.

Born and raised in Petaluma, Dan Benedetti pitched for the Sonoma State baseball team in the early 1970s under legendary coach Bill Trumbo. Mr. Benedetti studied by day while working the graveyard shift at the Petaluma Cooperative Creamery that has since grown into the iconic Clover Sonoma. While part owner of Clover, he ensured that the company reinvested a percentage of the company’s profits back into the community through what is now called the Clover Cares program.

Among Mr. Benedetti’s many humanities-rooted community engagement roles over the years, he has served as an advisory board member for both the Santa Rosa Junior College and Sonoma State University, strategizing on issues pertaining to the campus community at the behest of the respective school presidents. He has also served as a board member for Community Foundation Sonoma County, Hanna Boys Center, and the Culinary Institute of America. He is also a past board president for what is now United Way of the Wine Country and a founding member of an ad hoc committee for what is now Sonoma County Food Bank.

“We are so very humbled and honored to be recognized by Sonoma State for Anne’s contributions to the arts and my contributions to the humanities,” said Mr. Benedetti. “It’s been a long walk from the baseball diamond to where we find ourselves now. And after 52 years of marriage, we’re looking forward to sharing this public stage together in accepting these honorary degrees as a couple and with the true doctors of academia.”
Born and raised in San Francisco’s Mission District, Herman J. Hernandez has been a resident of Guerneville since 1970. With an upbringing of community integrity instilled by his immigrant parents, Mr. Hernandez has become one of the most visible and influential social justice leaders in Sonoma County. In addition to a successful career as a values-conscious real estate broker, he founded Los Cien – the largest Latino advocacy group in the North Bay. Since its founding in 2008, Los Cien has created and advanced opportunities for the Latino community in Sonoma County through education, and civic engagement with Latinx purpose, pride, and power.

“I was street-taught. I learned in the street and wasn’t academically inclined to higher education. So, when President Mike Lee called to let me know about the honorary degree, I was truly speechless. I realized, this is going to be the closest I’d ever get to a college experience,” said Hernandez.

After graduating from Sacred Heart High School in 1970, a school counselor took a look at Mr. Hernandez’s below-average grades and encouraged him to look forward to a future being drafted into the Vietnam War. He narrowly escaped that route and never took for granted a need to create his own opportunities.

With Sonoma State designated as a Hispanic Serving Institution, Mr. Hernandez views the university as a pillar of opportunity for the Latino community that was out of reach for his generation. He hopes to see more generations of Latino students graduate from the local university and stay within our own community.

“Everything I do is for the benefit of my community,” he said. “My reward has always been looking at the successes of what we’re able to accomplish together as a community. To receive this honorary degree from Sonoma State… I have to say, I’m truly humbled.”
Sonoma State University is one of the 23 campuses of the California State University and enrolls 6,500 students. It ranks nationally in the top tier of Western public liberal arts colleges and has been named as one of the most beautiful campuses in the country.

SSU provides students with a balanced program of liberal arts and sciences and career preparation with selected professional programs in business, nursing and engineering science. Sonoma State has established itself as an educational and cultural resource for residents in the surrounding communities.

The University first opened to 250 students in 1961 as Sonoma State College in leased buildings in Rohnert Park. The move to its permanent 269-acre site took place in 1966 upon completion of Stevenson and Darwin Halls.

In 1969, the academic master plan underwent a major revision. The new “cluster school” concept, coupled with a heightened appreciation for the rural environment, influenced the physical master plan. First to exemplify this new plan was Zinfandel Village, the residential facility that opened in 1972. Since then five additional villages have rounded out campus housing. In 1975 a classroom building, Nichols Hall, was built and named in honor of Sonoma’s founding president Ambrose R. Nichols.

The Student Union was built in 1976 and faced the central quad. It is now International Hall and houses international and study abroad programs.

The Art Building, a child care center and a computer center opened in 1977.

In 1978, university status was officially extended to Sonoma State. The community provided funds for the construction of a pool in 1982. Construction of the 475-seat Evert B. Person Theatre was completed in 1989. In June 2000, the Jean and Charles Schulz Information Center was completed to accommodate the expanded needs of the library and computing services as well as new information technologies.

The year 2005 brought a student-funded recreation center and the renovation of Darwin Hall, the science building, providing new laboratories and classrooms to support the needs of a 21st-century science curriculum. The Student Center, across from the Campus Recreation Center, opened in 2013 and has become the focal point for events, dining and student services.

With the opening of Tuscany Village, the last residential village, the University has a student-housed community of 3,100. Additionally, the Donald and Maureen Green Music Center and its acoustically impressive Joan and Sanford I. Weill Hall and Schroeder Hall bring artists from around the globe to entertain audiences and educate and enlighten students.
Participation in today’s Commencement activities links the graduate with ancient scholastic tradition. It is the students’ time to be recognized officially, by public proclamation, that they have achieved rank with the company of scholars that has framed civilization over the centuries and throughout the world.

Commencement rituals originated in Europe in the Middle Ages when the church was the center of learning. The earliest colleges assumed some of the customs and styles of monasteries. For example, the scholar’s gown is an adaptation of the robe of the friar or priest, the hood is from the monk’s cowl, and the mortarboard cap came from the skullcap. Early American colleges followed many of these customs, some of which continue today as traditions in America.

THE MACE
Symbolic since the Middle Ages of the community of scholars, the mace is carried in academic processions at colleges and universities.

ACADEMIC REGALIA
The gown is distinctive for each of the three degree levels. The bachelor’s gown is a yoked, closed-front garment with long, pointed sleeves. The master’s gown can be worn open or closed and has long, oblong sleeves, usually closed but slit below the shoulders. The doctoral gown is distinguished by full, bell-shaped sleeves crossed with three velvet bars and by velvet panels from neck to ankle; it is generally black.

The mortarboard cap, in black, is the most accepted style of headdress in colleges and universities throughout the United States. The tassel, fastened to the center of the cap, indicates whether the degree has been conferred. If the wearer has graduated, the tassel is worn on the left; if not, it is worn on the right. The tassel on the doctoral cap may be of gold thread.

The hood, draped over the wearer’s shoulders and down the back, indicates the highest degree earned. The bachelor’s hood is seldom used. The doctoral hood differs from the bachelor’s and master’s in that it is longer and has flat, wide panels on either side. The color and design of the silk lining of the hood indicate the college or university conferring the degree. The hood worn by SSU master’s degree candidates is lined in dark blue and light blue, the Sonoma State University colors. The master’s hood is trimmed in gold velvet for the master of science and white velvet for the master of arts. The color of the velvet border on the hood indicates the field of study in which a candidate has earned a degree. Among faculty, the most common degree is the doctor of philosophy, indicated by dark blue.

UNIVERSITY SEAL
The seal of the University appears on the mace and the medallion, and on diplomas and official documents. The soaring dove symbolizes peace or freedom of the spirit; the flaming torch represents the flame of learning; and the tree suggests the beauty and strength of the redwood, which gives this region its name, the Redwood Empire. The Latin words “lux mentis lux orbis” mean “light of the mind, light of the world.”

UNIVERSITY/ACADEMIC SCHOOL BANNERS
The University’s heraldic banner, carried in the procession, displays the University’s colors: dark blue and light blue. The banners for the five academic schools incorporate colors representing each school’s disciplines and the colors traditionally used on the regalia hoods of the various disciplines.
## COLORS OF THE FIELDS OF STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Fields of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>American Multicultural Studies; Anthropology; Counseling; Criminology and Criminal Justice Studies; Cultural Resources Management; Environmental Studies; Environmental Studies, Geography, and Planning; Environmental Science, Geography, and Management; Geography and Environment; German Cultural Studies; Global Studies; Human Development; Political Science; Psychology; Public Administration; Sociology; Women's and Gender Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden</td>
<td>Biochemistry, Biology (B.S.), Chemistry (B.S.), Computer Science, Earth Science, Geology (B.S.), Mathematics (B.S.), Physical Science, Physics (B.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Early Childhood Studies, Education, Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage Green</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Art (Studio), Art History, Biology (B.A.), Chemistry (B.A.), Chicano and Latino Studies, Dance, English, French, History, Liberal Studies, Mathematics (B.A.), Physics (B.A.), Spanish, Theatre Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIPLOMA PHOTOGRAPHS
Graduates’ names will be read during the presentation of diplomas. A photograph of each graduate will be taken by GradImages, the official Commencement photographer, as the diploma is presented. Graduates will receive an email proof of images within 48 hours of the ceremony.

EMERGENCIES
Emergency medical technicians and staff from the Student Health Center and Police Services are on duty to provide aid in the event of an emergency. They can be reached at 707.664.4444 or 911 from any phone. An ambulance is located at the south end of the Weill Lawn and Terrace. See map on page 72.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found items may be given to any usher or to the Coat Check located on the first floor of Weill Hall.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GUESTS
Guests wishing to take photographs during the ceremonies are invited to do so. However, please do not block the view of others, take photos in aisles or enter restricted areas.

RECESSIONAL
Audience members must remain at their seats until all graduates have left Weill Hall. At the conclusion of the recessional, graduates will be free to visit with family and friends.

RESTROOMS
Restrooms are located in Weill Hall and at the back of the Weill Lawn and Terrace. See map on page 72.

SMOKING
Sonoma State University is a smoke-free campus, including the parking lots. Use of tobacco and e-cigarette products as well as all forms of cannabis are prohibited.

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION AND ACADEMIC HONORS

Students eligible to participate in the 2023 Commencement exercises are December 2022 graduates and May 2023 and August 2023 candidates for bachelor’s and master’s degrees. The list of graduates and candidates in this Commencement program is based on academic records at the time the program was completed and does not constitute an official listing. The appropriate diplomas will be issued to candidates who successfully complete all requirements.

HONORS

Δ DISTINCTION is awarded to undergraduate students who are judged by the faculty of their department to have made outstanding contributions to their department.

§ CUM LAUDE, which means “with praise,” is awarded to those students whose entire undergraduate record reflects a grade point average of 3.50 through 3.74.

§§ MAGNA CUM LAUDE, which means “with high praise,” is awarded to those students whose entire undergraduate record reflects a grade point average of 3.75 through 3.89.

§§§ SUMMA CUM LAUDE, which means “with highest praise,” is awarded to those students whose entire undergraduate record reflects a grade point average of 3.90 or higher.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL

University Mace Bearer  Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
University Banner Bearer  Wendy Ostroff, Ph.D, Hutchins School of Liberal Studies
University President  Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Special Guests  Anne and Dante “Dan” Benedetti, 2023 Honorary Doctorate Recipients
Dean  Edward Beebout, M.S., Interim Dean, School of Arts and Humanities
University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans
School of Arts and Humanities Leadership  Faculty and Staff
Alumni Representative  Caroline Neyman, 2010  Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors
School Student Banner Bearer  Aidee Pressley, B.A., Philosophy
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
Edward Beebout, M.S., Interim Dean, School of Arts and Humanities

Greeting
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Conferral of Honorary Doctorate
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Honorary Doctorate Address
Anne and Dante “Dan” Benedetti, 2023 Honorary Doctorate Recipients

Faculty Address
Suzanne Toczyski, Ph.D., Modern Languages and Literatures

Student Address
Sarah Davey, B.A., English

Charge to Graduates
Edward Beebout, M.S., Interim Dean, School of Arts and Humanities

Presentation of Candidates
Master’s Degrees
Bachelor’s Degrees
Daniel Malpica, Ph.D., Chicano and Latino Studies

Hooding of Master’s Candidates
Chingling Wo, Ph.D., English and Graduate Coordinator

Conferral of Degrees
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message
Caroline Neyman, 2010
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
AMERICAN MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Tate Elizabeth Battistini
Jordan B. Davidson
Derrick Wade Frelot Jr ∆
Courtney Billie, Jack § ∆
Lissette Vanessa Maclin §
Brandon M. Miller
Vito Rodin
Stefany Sanchez Mejia

ART (STUDIO)
Bachelor of Arts
Deirdre Adkins §
Amanda L. Bosma
Marlin Renee Bretz §§§
Nevaeh Malei Clements
Alondra Contreras §
Emily Celeste Dougherty §§§ ∆
Laura Leticia Ferreira
Lesley M. Fontanilla
Kaitlin L. Gong ∆
Alma Lidia Gonzalez §
Emily Erin Harris
Miranda Hernandez
Nicole Ann Jester
Helen Cecilia Johns §§
Samantha M. Johnson
Devri Patricia Jones §§§ ∆
Aksi Schreder Kikut
Jeida Christine Lavender §§ ∆
Jamie Lei § ∆
Chase Marie Metoyer
Sebastian Mora ∆
Gabriel Narciso § ∆
Janet Rodriguez Manriquez
Cameron Thomas Romeo ∆
Elizabeth Catherine Sample
Ernesto Luciano Sanchez §
Joirdano James Sapanaro
Diana C. Vazquez
Laura Villerot §§§

Dakota M. Wagner
Megan T. Ward
Andrew Ryan Woldemar

ART (STUDIO)
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Dawn Marie Brown §§ ∆
Rachel Suzanne Sculley ∆
Isiah Jamhal Warren ∆

ART HISTORY
Bachelor of Arts
Bijan Behravan
Philip Busacco §§ ∆
Cesar Castillo
Sarah Jane Crecelius § ∆
Tyler Gibson § ∆
Maisie Ann Keefhaver § ∆
Kimberly A. Kiesel
Hallie Grace Milton
Dalton L. Netherton
Julia Kathryn Reed

CHICANO AND LATINO STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Diana Garcia Bautista ∆
Michel Vanessa Bernal Alvarez
Jaime Cortez Jimenez
Selida Gastelum
Miryam Elizabeth Gil
Argelio Giron
Miguel Ibarra
Jesus Alberto Juarez Castro ∆
Alma L. Machuca ∆
Jose Alberto Rodriguez ∆
Linda Rodriguez
Jacquelin Xiomara Rojas
Teresita Yozelim Damian
Jacqueline Sosa Alfaro
Jessica Renee Valdez ∆
Karla Evelin Velasco Mendoza
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts

Caroline Grace Adams §§
Jayline Alvarado ∆
Bradley David Ancora ∆
Alyssa Jordan Apellanés
taelor Ann Apple-Von Jarošchka Pohl
Hallie Jasmine Arum-Billow §
Nicole Johnny Awwad
Bart Baffoe
Simone Barnard ∆
Charles Robert Barrett
Erick Stefano Bejarano §§§
Julia Blair
Devon Daniel Bly
Sean V. Boren §
Aileen Brant
Emily Ann Braun §§
Hannah L. Bui § ∆
Monica Viviana Carnes ∆
Cecelia Caro §§ ∆
Noah Charles Clarke
Shannon R. Clemons ∆
Sophia Ann Corn §§ ∆
Nicholas Cruse
Eamonn Matthew Cullen
Lilliana C. Dalessandro §§
Khanh Dao
Sophia Gabrielle Davis
Jessica Michelle Degnan
Andre’ Lance Dews
Dominic Salvatore DiGrande
Dalton Loren Drowne
Cecilia Leticia Fernandez ∆
Azucena Sarahi Ferrusca
Ana Elizabeth Fingerson ∆
Mariah Alexandra Forster §§§ ∆
Christian Perry Francisco
Mikayla Fritzemeier ∆
Sarah Elizabeth Gallagher ∆
Mia García ∆
Jennifer Garcia Arreguin ∆
Zachary Tyler Gonzales ∆
Adriana Maria-Judith Gonzalez ∆
Natalie Brittany Brittany-Nicole Heissenbuttel § ∆
Javier Sebastian Hernandez Hernandez § ∆
Emily Irving §§
Nicolas Johnson §§
Courtney Noel Jones §
Carson Edward Juhl
Montana Isabella Lahey
Alexis Lara martinez
Emily Ann Lauroeno § ∆
Lindsey Ann Linford §§§ ∆
Joshua G. Liu §
Jesus A. Martinez
Zoe Marie Martinez
Drew E. McQuaid ∆
Tyler Jay Meloan §§§
Andrea Adilene Mendoza
Emma Rose Powell Molloy ∆
Jhery Mae Montez
Adrienne Catherine Moon
Yareli Nathaly Moran-Arteaga
Jake Flynn Morrissey
Paul Anthony Munoz
Renato Lucian Nalducci ∆
Priscilla Sarai Navas § ∆
Heidi E. Nelson
Kayle Ann Norris
Willow Dawn Ornellas §§ ∆
Alec Mitchell Padilla
Rosalie Amber Padilla §§ ∆
Michaela Margaret Peake
Dante Joseph Peretti
Cooper Jacob Allen Perry
Beatrice Atkinson Pitts §§
Lucia Ramirez
Bernardo Ramos Dominguez §
Julia Patricia Reilly ∆
Jaden Reiter §§ ∆
Caen R. Roberts
Denise Romero §
Solangel Rostran Sequeira
Nick Roth ∆
Ana Karla Lara
Marie’Sa Simone Rumsey ∆
Marcellus Amador Sands
Samantha Marie Schrum § ∆
Daniel Leon Serrano
Joshua Silva
Gina Margaret Silvas §
Isabella DeRose Simoni
Chasity Spady
Jonathan Edwin Strachan
Emilia Torres §§
Taylor A. Turner ∆
Clea Mera Upcher ∆
Alexander Roy Vargas ∆
Jalen Lee Wallace
Kasey Williams
Braden Eric Woodward ∆
Izabella Mae Wunschel §§§
Rachel Christine Yetso
Edgar Manuel Zavała
Calvin Thomas Zeljak

DANCE
Bachelor of Arts
Moriah Joel Costa ∆

ENGLISH
Bachelor of Arts
Maryam Bacha
Kristine Balbo
Gabriel James Bastron
Nicole Daria Bloch §§ ∆
Aidan Wren Borders
Sequoia Dawn Braham ∆
Hali Dawn Brenner ∆
Audrey Elizabeth Cadena §§ ∆
Sophie Anna Carbone § ∆
Hailey Alayne Carson-Hull
Leah Chavez ∆
Sabrina Cherwinski
Sonnet Chowdhury §§
Aaric P. Clontz
Sara M. Cole § ∆
Chloe A. Connaughton
Sarah JoAnne Davey §
Lukas Andre Maurice De Bel § ∆
Cameron Scott De La Torre §§ ∆
Michelle Gabrielle Dinno §§
Mary McKenna Collins Dove §
Angela K. Fortier
Karlien Fourie §§ ∆
Antonio Daniel Garibay
Natalie Mae Ghamous
Amira Gharib §§
Jaiden Ruby Ha § ∆
Megan Hamner
Jarod Grey Harris
Madeline Elizabeth Harris
Sabrina Elizabeth Heiden §§
Haley Sinclaire Hernandez
Sarah Madeleine Hunter
Fiona Wardwell Hynes
Solstice Alessandria Kuhns Helm ∆
Marlena Marie Lash §
Jessica Juliana Lechon-Galdos §§ ∆
Nicholas George Lerseth
Angelina Lopez
Madison Viray Mercado § ∆
Liv M. Monroy §
Kassandra Marie Morales §§ ∆
Shannon Faith Morehead §§ ∆
Marlon William Morrell §§ ∆
Nikita Marie Oryall § ∆
Liam James Paull-Dining
Ashley Petersen
Amelia June Plumhoff §§§
Bryce Arthur Purser
Felicia Quijano-Beck §§§ ∆
Abigail Batya Reitman
Marco Anthony Rivas Jr
Katelyn Rae Roat
Jorge Romero Luna ∆
William James Samuelson §§
Kaylah Marie Sanders § ∆
Carter Maxwell Scovill
Abigail McKenzie Selby
Jon Slavin
Riley Jo Smith
Mariel Diamond Tagg
Delaney Genevieve Temple §§§
Emely Mariana Torres Δ
Efthimios Trumble
Belle Anne Tyler
Alexa Marie Urquhart § Δ
Jack Everett Van Dine §§§ Δ
Peyton L. Vernon §§
Anahi Yahaira Villegas
Madeline Michelle Warner §
Michael Patrick Weldon Δ
Joshua L. Williams
Claire Elyse Wilson § Δ
Trevor Ray Wofford
Kevin Matthew Wottrich §§ Δ
Bryant James Wyllie
Amanda Phoenix Yebra §§§

ENGLISH
Master of Arts
Syed Siraj Ali Δ
Griffin Steven Encinas Δ
Taylor Olivia Gaydon Δ
Hannah Hellman
MaryLynn Hingano
Fenunuivao Fa’amalieloto Jada Iese Δ
Nathaniel Antonio Iniguez
Hayden Dana Kinney
Stacey A. Sims Δ
Carlos Ovidio Telles Lopez
Jeannie Jarwin Tilghman Δ
Isaiah Usher Δ
Lila Anne Wetherwax Δ

FRENCH
Bachelor of Arts
Nayeli Herrera §
Mayana Solanne Jean Charles
William James Samuelson §§
Jacob Timothy Smith
Morgan E. Stewart § Δ

GERMAN CULTURAL STUDIES
(SPECIAL MAJOR)
Bachelor of Arts
Gabriel P. Peterson Δ

LIBERAL STUDIES
(HUTCHINS SCHOOL)
Bachelor of Arts
Sidney F. Adame
Madison Allen
Andrea Renee Alvarado
Emma Anne Anzilotti
Samantha Areas §
Jay T. Bachert
Jenna Louise Barber §
Jeff Barnard § Δ
Dana Biederman
Susan Black
Madeline Ayleen Boaz §§
Lisa Michelle Bordessa § Δ
Mackenzie Marie Brumm
Rebecca K. Calhoon
Jennifer Crystal Cardenas Ordaz
Daphnee Meredith Cardoza
Ariana Mouriie Cassara §§
Kenneth Thomas Catanzano
Kelly Chavez §§
Jason Aaron Church
Arianna Christine Ciampi
Carly Faye Coffman §§§ Δ
Marinly Colín § Δ
Katie Lynn Conners
Amanda Rachel Coons §
Taylor Rene Cota
Ian S. Craigie
Pamela Cruz §§ Δ
Jessica Marie Cruz
Kaitlin M. Cruz
Camille Maya Czarske §§
Josephine Marie Dalldorf § Δ
Natalya Aleksandrovna DeArman
Richelle Anne Decena §§
Dina Deguzman §§§
Dana M. Dizon
Carly Victoria Donham
Samantha Lynn Drew
Carolyn L. DuBay
Anna Marie Fernandez
Kaitlyn Paige Fino
Kaitlyn D. Fortunati §§§ ∆
Madeline Rose Foye ∆
Camryn Marie Glasgow §§§
Maria Guadalupe Gonzalez-Valencia §
Sophia Gravitch
Andrea Nicole Hale
Abigail Lynne Hardwicke
Tasha Mercedes Hoang
Justin Jeffery Hunt
Laura Jaco §§
Katya Kampton §§§
Rosemary Jane Barrett King §
Elle Summer Knorzer ∆
Mercedes Ashley-Carole Koumanianos
Karina Isabel Leoni
Amanda Ellen Lewis §§
Emma Liao § ∆
Michelle Alejandra Lozano Garcia §§§
Lauren Rachel Lucero §§
Jenna Renee Madaloni
Juliet Rose Malconian
Vanessa Mendoza
Margaret Helen Middione §§§
Abigail Sarah Miller §
Jessica Mitchell
Hailey Morrison §§
Robert James Norbutas III
Trinity Jane Nuddleman §§§
Madison Suzanne O'Donnell §§
Marigold Birch §§
Marisa Ortiz
Ashley Otis
Bennett Joseph Palguta §
Hayley Elizabeth Palk
Nora E. Parajon
Roque Pena
Madison Michele Perry §§§ ∆

Jodi Lynn Peterson
Rhiannon R. Philippi §§ ∆
Alejandro Pulido
Joseph K. Quinn
Esmeralda Ramirez I
Katelyn Michelle Read §
Madison Tyler Reno §§§
Rianna Kristina Reyes
Lizbeth Reyes Galvan
Kelly N. Robbins
Destini N. Rodriguez
Edgar Roma
Audra Renee Rubio §§
Emily D. Ruelas §§
Alyssa Nicole Samuli §§
Ernesto Luciano Sanchez §
Estela Sanchez
Sara A. Schmitt
Tanja Schulte-Irwin
Abby Rose Schumacher §§ ∆
Kourtney Shawhan
Kaitlyn S. Shellooe
Audrey Dana Shiromoto §§§ ∆
Maya Elaine Silber §
Samira Hanna Smith
Angela Nina Spicher §§
Anna Lynn Suomi §§§
Jack P. Tess §§§ ∆
Jacob David Torres
Kathleen Traynor
Sophia Sayumi Tsue §§ ∆
Isabela Ucio
Jhoaana Carla Catbagan Vasquez §
Veronica Maria Vazquez
Kendra Leigh Vine
Aidan Walter §§
Bryanna K. Week-Tawizon
Meryl June Wenger
Rubie Wexler
Emily Winslow §
MUSIC
Bachelor of Arts
Daniel Duong
Randall Alan Graetch
Robert G. Manis

MUSIC
Bachelor of Music
Joseph Michael Banducci
Jose Blanco-Martinez
Brian Michael Carrillo
Michael Ray Clifford
Brendan Jamie Corr
Nicholas Daniel Dibley
Emily Rae Joan Sachiko Fealy
Gabrielle Nicole Giddings §
Emerson R. Kimble Δ
Steven N. Lawson
Nicholas Joseph Lucido
Michael Coury Murdock §
Lee Patrick
Brian E. Reed
Jacob Robert
Sierra Summer Smith §§ §Δ
Eli Martin Streich
Xueyang Wang Δ
Adrian A. Zarco Gutierrez § Δ

PHILOSOPHY
Bachelor of Arts
Camille Babida § Δ
Meghan Laine Berggren
Cynthia Teresa Camacho Flores
Camila Amanda Carmona Δ
Madelynn Chase Cesario §§ Δ
Ancilla Ayudhia Chandra §§
James David Durham IV
Joseph Loren Dutra III
Annmarie Elizabeth Gallardo
Benjamin Gutierrez II
Gwendolyn R. Hautala
Ethan Joseph Hunt
William Martin Langan

Sean Paul Lopez
Chelsea Kate McDonald §
Jalin Laneice Mcgee
Dylan Anthony Myers
Anthony Joseph Newton
Bryan Anthony Paine
Amish Rohit Patel §§ §Δ
Mark David Polizzotti Δ
Aidee Jane Pressley §§ Δ
John Stuart Rice
Nico Albert Rollandi
Venus S. Savelli
Cruz Solano
Kenneth Alexander Sorto
Caitlin Elizabeth Spalding
Luisa Michelle Valdivia
Alliah Denise Watts
Jimmy Wood
Jacob Robert Wrede §

SPANISH
Bachelor of Arts
Esmeralda Barocio Arias
Michelle Castro
Jannet Contreras Garibay
Samantha Nicole Felice-Mitschelen §§
Emelia Franco
Shirley Leilani Garcia Espinoza §§
Kelly Judy Gil §§ Δ
Vasti Abigail Guzman
Nataly Hernandez §§ §§
Nayeli Herrera § Δ
Mayana Solanne Jean Charles
Odalis Guadalupe Millan-Corzo
Abigail Krystal Pacheco §
Raymundo Daniel Quiroz
Kaila Natalie Rivera Verde
Smirna Yajaira Romero
Diana Valairia Ramirez
Brenda Lizeth Valdez Alvarez
SPANISH
Master of Arts
Flor Yesenia Contreras
Gerardo A. Espinoza Jr.
Gabriela Gutierrez Sibaja
Nancy P. Morales Mendez
Luisa Rangel
Maria Del Rosario Silva Cardiel

THEATRE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts
Isabelle Grace Barkey
Terra Lier Bransfield § Δ
Elise Haley Clark §§ Δ
Craig Alan Gettman
Julianna Victoria Hakopian
Alessandra Jeanette Balestrieri Jennings §§§ Δ
Rachel Madeleine Klusky §§§ Δ
Elizabeth Langley
Jose Marie Paul Ibarrola Lloren
Tiffani M. Lopez
Jacob Victor Maybo
Andrew Joseph Moore
Mariah Raquel Moreno
Josiah Aaron Pel § Δ
Christopher Stephen Peterson Δ
Maya Indigo Pratt-Bauman §§ Δ
Marissa Marie Salinas Δ
Daija Rae Temple §§ Δ
Annaliese Noelle Van Sickle §§ Δ
Deajanaei Meka Elaine Williams
ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCESIONAL

University Mace Bearer  Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty

University Banner Bearer  Zachary Wong, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration, Area Chair, Department of Business Administration

University President  Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Special Guests  Gary Heck, D.H.L., 2014 Honorary Doctorate, President and Owner, Korbel Champagne Cellars
Willie Tamayo, D.H.L., 2017 Honorary Doctorate, Co-Founder, La Tortilla Factory

Dean  Michael S. Visser, Ph.D., Interim Dean, School of Business and Economics

University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans

School of Business and Economics Leadership  Faculty and Staff

Alumni Representative  Randy Ferino, 2001, 2006
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

School Student Banner Bearer  Haddie Daner, B.S. in Business Administration, Wine Business Strategies and Management
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
Michael S. Visser, Ph.D., Interim Dean, School of Business and Economics

Greeting Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Student Address Haddie Daner, B.S. in Business Administration, Wine Business Strategies and Management

Charge to Graduates Blair Kellison, Executive-In-Residence, former CEO, Traditional Medicinals

Presentation of Candidates Master’s Degrees
Soo Haylett, M.B.A., Executive Director of Graduate and Executive Programs, School of Business and Economics

Bachelor’s Degrees
Kyuho Lee, Ph.D., Professor of Marketing, Area Chair, Department of Business Administration
Chong-Uk Kim, Ph.D., Professor of Economics, Chair, Department of Economics

Hooding of Master’s Candidates Soo Haylett, M.B.A., Executive Director of Graduate and Executive Programs, School of Business and Economics

Conferral of Degrees Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Science

Payton Lauren Abbott
Sarah Ardemis Agajanian
Jon Chourré Ago
Magdalena Estefány Aguilar §
Johanna Arrancha Agulay §§
Kaulana Tookie Ako
Enrique Albor Tapia
Yasmeen Ali Lomeli
Trinity Allen
Grace Ann Alloway
Marisol Sanchez Aldana Iniguez
Nery Alvarado
Gianni Kamalani Amari
Trish Andersen §
Zaid Arabi
Nathan James Arnott
Destiny Alexandria Ashlock §§
Omri Ellan Assado §
Andrea Alejandra Avalos
Stephanie Avila
Alexis Ayala
Amira A. Bailey
Maci Bakarich §
Isabella Grace Barbero
Conor Bardue
Ryan Robert Bariteau §
Chase Sawyer Barloga
Dulce Alejandra Baron
Sean Michael Baron
Austin George Barone
Shen Baronian
Adrian S. Barreto
Brandon M. Barrett
Hope Isabel Beckmann §§
Ben Christopher Beeman §
Rachel Belcher §§§
Taylor Marie Bellinghausen
Paige Alexandra Berendsen §
Abigail M Berkley §
Kristian Bernardo §
Luke Cagney Bertling §

Cole Jaycob Bertrand
Zachary James Bibeault
Vanessa Big Bear
Joseph James Bishop
Krystal A. Begun
James John Bolton
Matheus Felype Borges Da Costa
Sierra Beth Boyer
Hope Cassidy Brady
Juliana M. Brown
Jonathan Thomas Burgess
Hayden Wesley Byers
Alejandro Cabada
Gabriela Calderon
Aurora Rubi Camarena Torres
Isobel Campbell
Sergio Felipe Cano Nevarez
Dominic Richard Caravelli
Caleb Michael Cardoso
Alexis S. Carlos-Soto
Stephanie Elizabeth Carr
Jose Leonardo Chavez
Vanessa Chavez Alvarado
Tzu-Yu Chiu §
Colin Chu §
Ashay Aj Chutke
Katherine Kelly Clark
Hayley Clarkson §
Kimberly Marie Cobarruviaz
Jack J. CoBen
Andrew T. Cohen
Jacob Kenneth Cohen §
Brandon Collier
Katelyn Rose Collings §§§
Piper Diane Collins
Tyler Jarrett Condron
Jack Cooper
Andres Correa Martinez
Nina Jules Corsello §§
Randy Cortez Castellanos
Mary E. Craig
Celeste Rose Crews §
Bryan David Zeh Cruz
Megan Elizabeth Hill
Torin Sage Hill
Jack Hinds
Tiffany Dorna Hoecker
Casey Stephen Hoops
Robert James Howie
Jessica Lynne Hubbard
Matthew Charles Hulsey
Esmeralda Irucuta
Katharine J. Jacobson §
Katelynn R. Jensen §
Daisy Jimenez
Gurmin Johal
Colby T. Johnson §§
Miranda Ellen Jones
Gary Joseph §§
Jonathan Juarez Dominguez §§§
Noah Aram Karamians §§§
Amanpreet Kaur §
Mankirat Kaur
David Kawakami §
Nico A. Kellenberger
Kristine A. Keller §
Hannah Catherine Kirk §
Carson Klemmer
Karlye Linda Kline
Alexander Joseph Kolshorn
Mason Augustus Koontz §
Nicole Rudee Graap Kopy
Madison Alexandria Kozier
Son Lam §
Justin Michael Lazo
Justin H. Le
Carlos Manuel Lemus
Antonio Leon Rico
Megan E. Lettow
Evan Chi Liang
Eduardo Lopez §
Ivan Lopez Collado
Amanda Nicole Luckett
Melanie Evelyne Lujan
Soana Mahoni
Sarah Maldonado

John Daniel Magsino Manalo §
Curtis Rodgers Manley
Jazell Mariscal
Sofía Isabel Martín
Kayla Marie Martínez
Juan David Mauna Guerrero §§
Rickey Ahki Mayes §
Ivan McBeth
Riley Ann McGee §§§
Christopher D. McKimmy
Pierre-Alexandre McLaughlin
Shannon Elizabeth McMurray
Ivan Medina Olimon
Bryan Mejia-Sanchez
Alondra Mendoza Bermudez §
Adrian Paul Michel
Maria Isabel Miranda
Martin Antonio Miranda
Gage Harrison Monnier
Michael Douglas Moore
Colton Moss
Joshua Milo Moss §
Edwin Muñoz §
Kevin Efrain Munoz Lopez
Maitilin Yvonne Mercedes Neilson
Matthew Lear Nguyen §
Jordan Nickell
Sean William Nolan
Ryan M. Norton
Luca Novo
Kevin Michael O’Brien §
Armando Vicente Ochoa
Annika Joan O’Connell
Alden Ambrosio Octia Jr.
Alexa Nicole Odom
Myles Jason Olliver
Monica Ornelas Vega
Aaron Roy Pead
Jeffrey Paul Pearson
Martha Alessandra Pena
Genesis A. Perales
Alexandro Jose Perez
Alexis L. Perez
Owen Michael Ward
Grace A. Wathen §
Megan E. Watkins §
Jacob Michael Weyandt
Michael S. Wiener
Emma Jo Williams §
Ryan Michael Wilmoth
Charles Patrick Wilson §§§
Sarah Lindsey Wong
Jimmy Wood
Lindsey Morgan Young §
Jincie Zadrozny
Isaac Lorenzo Zalkin §
Britnie Zappa §§
Jose Zarco Nunez
Maddison Louise Zedek
Nicole Amanda Zellers
Spencer R.D. Ziemer
Steven Gordon Zukor Jr.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

Jesus Manuel Aleman
Erica Alfaro-Lopez
Alexa Jade Alvarez
Victoria Anderson
Javier Iann Avina
Isabella Bandeira de Mello
Michael Benz
Allison Bettis
Julien Bodin
Sarah Bray
Travis Grant Brown
Nicholas Caston
Giada Cosentino
Gregory Crennan
Daniel Nye Dillon
Fintan Charles Antoni du Fresne
Tristan Roth Dyer-Kindy
Ryan Scott Faddis
Limor Finkel
Jeffrey David Fischer
Colin F. Franceschini
Rachael Froehlich
Giovanna Gagliardino
Christina J. Gamboa
Paola Garcia
Elizet Aceves Gutierrez
Ryan Herrera
Kelly Herzog Williams
Mark Jammal
Yasmin Khan
Nicholas Klarman
Wyatt Alex Koon
Ping Lai
Kristen Marie Lang
Michael Le
Zoltan Lengyel
Reyes Lopez
Mackenzie Lord
Anyamane Malakham
Julia Marinaccio
Josephine Athena Marriner
Bethany Marie Nicole Martens
Galyna Martyshyn
James Matwijek
Harris Heinrich Miner
Yuliana Moreno De Haro
Connor Lee Tsang Morrill
Leslie Renee Norman
Noemi Araceli Nunez Villa
Rosa Maria Orozco
Skyler Douglas Osborn
Arkadii Ovchinnikov
Aaron Owen
Raemy Ballentyne Paterson
Sydney Francis
Dania Saory Quinones Ollua
Joseph W. Reynoso
Eric Joseph Riley
Jordan Wayne Rudy
Rafael Ruiz
Jacob Matthew Salinero
Chiara Rose Shannon
Navneet Sharma
Kyndra Lynn Shaw
Jonathan Shuck

#sonomastate
Megan Skupny
Otis Ray Statum
Maureen Studniarz
Jennifer Danielle Sturn
Christina E. Vizcaino
John Major Taylor
Brett Matthew Vankoski
Sarah R. Varney
Janet Vicente
Jiayi Zhu
Aleksandra Zwonarz

ECONOMICS
Bachelor of Arts

Liliana Elise Asher
Taylar Marie Bacolini ∆
Rohit Basu
Celeste Rose Crews §
Sharon Dagan
Emily Christine Daly
Oscar Davis
Joshua Caleb Guerrero-Allison
Nicholas Kennison
Victoria Rosario Lambert §
Jules Lavigne § ∆
Jeronima Moreno
Devin Joseph Murtha
Kian Naamipouran
Cole Parish
Jacob Anthony Ramon §§§ ∆
Vivian Danielle Sanchez
Randall Charles Scott Jr
Eva Spindler
Seanan Brice Bochum Weber §§
Audrey L. Webostad § ∆
Matthew L. Yocum ∆
SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCessional

University Mace Bearer  Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
University Banner Bearer  Susan Victor, Ed.D., Adjunct Faculty, CSSE Department
University President  Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Dean  Laura Alamillo, Ph.D., Dean, School of Education
University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans
School of Education Leadership  Faculty and Staff
Alumni Representative  Libby Payan, 2014
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors
School Student Banner Bearer  Arwen Rose-Stockwell, Multiple Subject Credential
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
Laura Alamillo, Ph.D., Dean, School of Education

Greeting Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Student Address Nicole Jones, B.A., Early Childhood Studies
Sergio Santiago, B.A., Early Childhood Studies & Special Education Credential

Charge to Graduates Laura Alamillo, Ph.D., Dean, School of Education

Presentation of Candidates Master’s Degrees
Bachelor’s Degrees
Credentials
Edward Lyon, Ph.D., Chair, CSSE Department

Hooding of Master’s Candidates Jennifer Mahdavi, Ph.D., Professor and Graduate Studies Coordinator

Conferral of Degrees Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message Libby Payan, 2014
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts

Sophia Aghighi
Ramon Aguilar
Lillie Anne Albachten-DeMartini § Δ
Valeria Rose Alvarez
Allyson Delacruz Ayong § Δ
Alyssa Marie Barajas
Ariana Barajas §§ Δ
Gina Marie Barnes
Heather Rose Becker §§ Δ
Megan D. Bitler §§ Δ
Arielle Olivia Brien
Jeremy F. Brockett
Bailey Jordan Brothers §§
Ceanne Rosina Browne
Roxana Alejandra Casco §§ Δ
Mitchell Patrick Caulfield
Martha Alicia Ceja
Luz Jacqueline Cervantes Medina §§ Δ
Aleksa Ailene Chavez §
Ashley Teresa Clark-Deaven § Δ
Shasta Cobry
Sierra R. Cooper
Nichole Theresa Costa
Sydney Christine Crims §§
Anthony Cristiani
Rachel Sierra Curtis § Δ
Jasmine De Leon
Justina Kathleen Deely
Andrea Diaz Lopez
Maricarmen Escobedo
Meghan Kate Evans
Megan Friedland §§
Stephanie Ann Friesen
Monique Jovon Fuller
Annalise Claire Gehlke § Δ
Alma Guadalupe Gonzalez
Madeline Ann Hansen
Nataly Hernandez §§ Δ
Deisy Abigail Hernandez §
Michelle Nagal Hunt
Katya Marie Jaber § Δ

Courtney Billie Jack §
Megan Katherine James § Δ
Katie Nicole James §
Erica Karlin
Ella Rose Kimmis-Furguel
Hailey Ann LaFazio §§
Rachel Michelle Lance Δ
Leanna Katherine Leslie
Ana-Karen Lopez §
Mackenzie Christine Lowe
Mariela Lozano Gutierrez §
Angel Rose Lozano
Victoria Joy Lundberg
Kathryn MacDonald
Natalia Eva Macias
Karla Elizabeth Macias Gonzalez §§
Raquel Macias Mendoza §
Jordyn Karissa Martinez
Amanda McLean
Sierra Brooke Moffett
Teresita S. Montalvo
Giovany Daniel Morales
Joseph Anthony Morales
Kassandra Marie Morales §§
Lina Margarita Munoz
Kimberly Cathlene Navarro Δ
Soledad Denisse Ortiz
Anna Maria Palomares
Sophia N. Pariani
Rosabella Zayleen Perez §
Carrie Leanne Pettersen §
Andrea Guadalupe Quezada Cruz
Doruntina Rexhepi
Mercedes Robles
Anahi Rodriguez
Anastacia Rodriguez Huerta §§§
Erin M. Rojas §
Casandra Michel Rojas Barrios
Mirella Andrea Romero
Dorothy C. Rose-Miller §§ Δ
Maribella Louise Rosen
Robyn Thyen Saatzer
Sergio Santiago
Samantha Marie Sapugay
Julia Madeline Sherman §
Jenny Makoto Siebuhr §§
Camille Paige Snader §
Isabel Tiemann
Alexandra Elisabeth Troia
Holly Jane Urquhart
Cecilia Valencia
Lylah Valerdi
Annaliene Noelle Van Sickle §§
Ediberto J. Vasquez
Meghan Yien Mei Westemeier ∆
Tess Whittet §§§ ∆
Shannon Xuereb
Tori Noelle Yrungaray
Arisa N. Zamora

EDUCATION
Master of Arts
Monica Ashcraft
Trelasa Lenee Baratta
Kerry Lynn Freeman
Nathan Bernstein
Megan J. Braia
Tressa Bronner
Danielle Marie Anoynette Richards
Rebecca Rose Chanelle Byrne
Lorrie Clarke
Jennifer Copeland
Melissa Debret
Kaitlin Marie Dietrich
Liat Goldman Douglas
Natalie M. Dye
Valeria Garcia Buenrostro
Maria Gabriela Garcia Hernandez
Irene Hope Schneider Gilchriese
Lejī P. Hansen
Justine Diane Jorgensen
Halle Elizabeth Kortlander
Lisa Brandabur Kremer
Azucena Marron
Erin Margaret Muller
Rocio Del Pilar Nanez Barrios
Delaney McKeans Phipps
Jessil Angelina Plenos
Pamela Rivas
James R. Sanders
Mayra Clementina Naranjo
Amelia Jane Saunders
Catherine Sky
Steven Kenneth Taylor
Nicole E. Vollmer

EDUCATION
Teaching Credential
Araceli Aguilar
Noble S. Amani
Marioalberto Aparicio Mora
Wendy Aida Aroche Manzano
Mikayla Cessoli Balleza
Lauren Banchieri
Whitney Barksdale
Olivia Becker
Calli Elise Behler
Haley Beimfohr
Ashley Taylor Bell
Emily Bennett
Madeline Ayleen Boaz
Jonathan Bobadilla
Brandon Boccaleoni
Kaylee Bohrer
Lillian Borgeson
Jocelyn R. Boucher
Nicholas Brennan
Adam Lewis Brier
Ceanne Rosina Brown
Joshua Ramon Brown-Herrera
Claudia Dianett Calderon
Katherine Campbell
Juana Carlos
Ariana Mourie Cassara
Mayra Ceja
Nicole Louise Champie
Lucia Chavez-Goodman
Keira Skye Clapp
Haley Codoni
Marinely Colin
Kevin Conroy
Martin Alex Contreras
Amanda Rachel Coons
Ethan M. Cosgrove
Timothy Coulter
Rebecca Courtney Cronin
Mayra Itzel Cuevas Figueroa
Maria Fernanda Duran Guzman
Robin Marie Enfield
Sarah Ann Femmel
Jenelle Ferhart
Jocelyne Fernandez Urzua
Kaitlyn Paige Fino
Emily Fisher
Ana Laura Flores Tindall
Jessica Foertsch
Kaitlyn Danielle Fortunati
Amanda Gillion
Alyssa Laurance Giorgi
Sharon Maureen Gonzales
Victoria Gonzalez
Analia Googooian
Irania Victorina Guerrero Diaz
Lucero Jacqueline Guerrero Sanchez
Daisy Pizano Gutierrez
Sydney Aidan Gutierrez
Cynthia Gutierrez Garcia
Garrison Halter
Sierra Harned
Amber Hernandez
Caen Hernandez
Cynthia Avina Hernandez
Christian Hernandez Carlino
Andrea Hernandez Chavez
Crystal Hernandez Diaz
Andrea Hernandez Rodriguez
Megan Hicks
Emma Hirsch
Kyle Hoffman
Tobhiyah S. Holmes
Lindsey Hordyk
Jocelyn Huerta Recoder
Michaela M. Jacobucci
James A. Keeble
Devon Connelly Keelty
Juliet Kemp
Kyle Klinck
Emily Klunis
Stephanie Kondrashoff
Megan Kraft
Sarah Kreienhop
Tallulah Kuula
Samantha Langit
Isabelle Lee
Edith Leon
Sarah Levi
Amanda Ellen Lewis
Emma Liao
Elizabeth Linsenbach
Michelle Alejandra Lozano Garcia
Lauren Rachel Lucero
Anthony Macy
Carlos Madrigal Lara
Sadie Marigo
Perla Marquez-Cervantes
Ivon Martinez
Elizabeth Mazariegos
Campbell Robert McIntosh
Anthony J. McKay Laiwa
Melissa Fitzgerald McLaughlin
Sarah McLean
Ruth McQuown
Clarissa Lucia Mendoza
Rose Elyce Mertens
Margaret Helen Middione
Abigail Sarah Miller
Shea Patrick Morgan
Shawn Morones
Trinity Jane Nuddleman
Carl Oser
Nataly Padilla
Cynthia Elizabel Palacios-Rubio
Alexandra Kayla Palmer
Ellen Paolini
Patience Patchet
Alyse Pearson
Brian Peppard
Terra Elise Pepper
Alexander Wayne Peterson
Alison Pizarro
Maria Ptucha
Maicie Rackerby
April Rehberg
Alma Robledo Osegueda
Sayira Samantha Rodriguez de Diaz
Arwen Elspeth Rose-Stockwell
Audra Renee Rubio
Emily Denise Ruelas
Steven Saggese
Alyssa Nicole Samuli
Alondra Aparicio Sanchez
Jannette Sandoval
Sergio Santiago
Sarah Courtney Schalich
Sarah Scrivano
Audrey Dana Shimomoto
Melisa Silva Gutierrez
Sierra Marie Silvia
Daniel Smith
David J. Starman
Kirkum Kanai Stevenson
Emily Stock
Chloe Storrs
Richelle Stoufer
Jennifer Marie Strom
Anna Lynn Suomi
Haley Marie Thomas
Gillian Tinsley
Liliana Marie Torres
Sophia Sayumi Tsue
Sierra Olivia Ulbarri
Sidney Vaeth
Gabriela Vargas
Kelsey Vella
Beatriz Vera Mejia
Jennifer Veveiros
Alexander Wahl
Jonah David Wakefield
Aidan Maxwell Walter
Laura L. Webb
Carleen Theresa Weirauch
Cassie Wildes
Madison Willis-Moreno
Lauren Yagi
Jasmine Yung
Diyavava N. Zanga
Mia Zoia-Buescher

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Master of Arts
Gianna E De Persiis Vona
Kristen Anderson DelMonte
Jessica Hocker Glentzer
Sierra Marie Nagle
Gwendolyn Maupin-Ahern
Michael Peters
Lacey A. Reese
Jessica Romero

LIBERAL STUDIES (EXTENDED EDUCATION)
Bachelor of Arts
Erica Elizabeth Abke
Shirley Ann Bjork §§
Demi Branch
Kaitlynn Marie Bandt
Kevin Thomas Chester
Lynda Daniels
Jeniffer Y. Fernandez
Miles Fuller
Monique Dulcinea Jungels
Juliana Rose Marvin
Spencer Mason §
Sarah Pienovi
Jessica Lynn Putman
Eduardo Rivera §§

LIBERAL STUDIES (UKIAH)
Bachelor of Arts
Maria Guadalupe Andrade Gallegos
Blanca E. Flores Romero
Alyssa Anne Ford Δ
## ORDER OF CEREMONY

### PROCESSIONAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Mace Bearer</strong></td>
<td>Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Banner Bearer</strong></td>
<td>Nathan Rank, Ph.D., Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University President</strong></td>
<td>Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Provost</strong></td>
<td>Karen Moransi, Ph.D., Provost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dean</strong></td>
<td>Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School of Science and Technology Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Faculty and Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alumni Representative</strong></td>
<td>Travis Saracco, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Student Banner Bearer</strong></td>
<td>Serina Cabrera, B.A. Applied Statistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology

Greeting
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Student Address
Introduction
Sam Brannen, Ph.D., Chair, Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Bachelor’s Candidate
Dirk Tolson, B.S. Statistics

Charge to Graduates
Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology

Presentation of Candidates
Master’s Degrees
Bachelor’s Degrees
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty

Hooding of Master’s Candidates
Derek Girman Ph.D., Professor of Biology

Conferral of Degrees
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message
Travis Saracco, 2012
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
APPLIED STATISTICS  
Bachelor of Arts  
Serina Sierra Cabrera  Δ  
Karlee Anne Wilkinson  

BIOCHEMISTRY  
Bachelor of Science  
Julia Balcu  
Jada Kalise Booth  
Jamie Allison Brooks  
Carla Angela Cañada Campos  
Faith Marie Comerer  
Natali Kanoa Dallos §§  
Jasmine Liza Painter-Durazo  
Keira Joy Fernandes  
Chad G. Henry  
Leah Marie Hunn  
Dominic S. Morazzini  
Anissa Unique Rivera  
Taylor Rhys Rozek  
Michelle Sheehan  Δ  
Ulysses Vega  
Bethany-Anne Vidamo  
Sienna Laila Woods  

BIOLOGY  
Bachelor of Arts  
Sarah A. Alshadud  
Adrian Alvares §  
Elizabeth Angelique Anguiano  
Speena Aryana Arakozie §  
Kellen Patrick Barton  
Vanessa Bellamy  
Delaney Katherine Brown  
Marlene Monserrat Caballero  
Camlyn Marie Carpio  
Aaron Blakeley Carr  
Jeremy Daneluk  
Adrian De Casas  
Lyn M. Doan §  
Gisell Tatiana Escobar  
Marisabel Flores §  
Angelina Anela U‘i Gamboa  
Isley Grgruric §  

Jocelyn Gutierrez Serafin  
Nancie Helders §  
Larissa Hernandez  
Ruth Hernandez §§  
Justin Alan Hickman  
Chloe Chun Ni Howard  Δ  
Daniel N. James  
Daniel I. Jasso  
Lindsey Rose Kaemingk  
Angelina Marie Lepley-Heinz §  
Mia Raine McDaniel  
Maia Anahi Madrigal-Hernández §  
Mariyah Corina Magana  
Andy James Maldonado  
Mikailah Eloiza Martinez  
Stephanie Marina Gibboney Meyer §  
Akayla S. Miller  
Stephanie Murillo  
Connor Michael Murphy  Δ  
Bianca L. Nurnberger  
Alannah Ortega §  
Tenaya Sierra Pauly §  
Marcos David Pech Martinez  Δ  
Marissah Starr Perez  
Kaiana Soleil Peters  
Marco Antonio Polanco Gruszynski  
Juan Francisco Quintero Ramos  
Alicia Abigail Sanchez  
Delaney Nichole Scott  
Holly I. Seith  
Ricardo D. Sevilla  
Lauren Marie Sutrin §  
Jesus Trancoso  
Megan Puamaeole Trottier  
Morgan Kate Turner  Δ  
Leslie Vigil Diaz  
Isabella Dawn Wahl  
Jonathan Dale Wilkes  
Chrisara Marie Young  

BIOLOGY  
Bachelor of Science  
Hanna Aghajan  
Leon Julissa Bravo Vasquez  
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Eva Jade Brown §
Seyli G. Cab Escobedo
Hannah Callison
Sommer Ann Charlesworth
Kelly Julissa Cortes
Rachel Dana
Danielle L. Darrow
Leah Davis
Elizabeth Day §
Collin Charles Day
Ashley Lauren De Ramus
Carlos Flores
Rebeca Franco Esquivel
Cameron Alexander Ghassemi
Gabriella M. Gomez
Savanna Marie Gouvaia
Megan Rae Hanley §§
Lexie D. Haralson §Δ
Mariana Victoria Hernandez
Julia Horner-Bell §§§
Mahsa Sara Karami
Hiu Ting Ko §
Maxim Kulinich
Amber Veronica Lanza §§§
Kenneth Michael Loew
Irisbeth P. Lopez §
Emma Frances Madden Δ
Tanisha Kaur Madhar
Monica Mendia
Jovana Mijovic
Maria Alejandra Moreno Alfaro
Mairead Moynihan
Lehua Dawn Murata
Kaelie Marie Nelson
Taylor Nelson §§§ Δ
Cameron G. Olson §§ Δ
Adam Gianni Paoletti §§ Δ
Daniel Pejoro
Ashlynd Elizabeth Powell
Gianna Marie Raiti
Vanessa Sanchez § Δ
Alexandria Schmidt §
Tamlyn E. Schoch
Jasmin Danielle Self
Yoselin Sepulveda
Demetri Shami §§§ Δ
Samantha E. Smedshammer § Δ
Rocio Sosa Mercado §
Logan Tyler Southall
Evan Spaulding
Shirley Elizabeth Stamas
Lindsay Madison Stewart
Esmeralda Vargas Tapia §
Julissa Marai Venegas
Rosa Maria Villegas
Jake Williams
Jessica Yee §

**BIOLOGY**
Master of Science
Tailyn Brown
Victoria Lynn Brunal Δ
Christian Joseph Casas Δ
Alyssa Akemi Baldo Cooper Δ
Zane Thomas Cooper
Vinicius Ramiro Souza Δ
Olivia Daniels
Abigail S. Dias Δ
Jazmyne Renee Gill
Julia Berenice Gomez
Jennaca Hajek
Barbara Halaska
Shelby J. Hotz
Rachael Karm
Christina Anne Leport Δ
Eric Alexander Lynch
Jemery Adilene Morales Δ
Kiona Marie Parker Δ
Matthew John Ramsey
Maria Velazquez Δ

**CHEMISTRY**
Bachelor of Arts
Johanna Davenport § Δ
Spencer Lee Hall
Emilio Jimenez
Peyton Leigh King
David Jacob Streeter
Chanthida Anne Yim

**CHEMISTRY**
Bachelor of Science

Alyssa Anderson §
Leonardo Gianfranco Cardarelli Δ
Blake G. Gonzales
Delylah Ali Orozco
Vanessa Carolina Reyes Lopez §§ Δ
Leah Stover Δ
Cesar Adolfo Torres § Δ
Maria de Lourdes Vargas Figueroa

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**
Bachelor of Science

Tairyn A. Addison
Seif Hatem Alkhouri
Tracy Arispe
Andrew James Avola Δ
Daniel Barajas Torres
Christian Barragan Gomez
Aundre Barras Δ
Rohit Basu
Lucas J. Bebervanzo
Matthew Thomas Berlin § Δ
Michael Anton Bratton
Michael Cardinale
Luis Giovanni Carrillo
Chann Yaw Christy
Haley Lynn Clark
Jared Alexander Coats §§§ Δ
Jose F. Cruz
Brandon Alexzander De Alba
Amit Deb Δ
Demeter Willison
Jeremiah Tyler Depriest Δ
Phi Hoang Do
Tonnum Duangputra Δ
Austin Erwin-Martinetti
Jackson Eric Feinstein-Kernan
Cesar Ivan Figueroa
Eric Fleming

Edfire Flores Ramirez
Cody James Gallagher
Cody Grimes
Gabriel Halaweh
Joseph Hayden Henderson § Δ
Dai Ho
Cameron Davis Holland
Ian Arthur Hoole Δ
Trenton Masaki Jones
Aaron Lloyd King Δ
Angel Lazaro Lopez
Huiran Lin
Brandon Luna Rodriguez
Alejandro Madrigal
Nicolás Alexander Marx
Owen Alexander Mastropietro
Josh Mayeda
Evan J. McIntyre
Ryan Michael Tyler McKay §
Erika Garnica Mendoza
Christopher Anh Murray
Mason Kamakananui Napoleon
Adam Nazak
Paris D. Osuch
Kaitlin Ann Pell § Δ
Ellie Mary Parker Δ
Jeremy Pearson
Ralph Gladstone Redus III
Alana M. Reyna
Tyler S. Rice
Soren Sevier Richenberg § Δ
Zachary Robinson
Hector Romero
Jacob Rosner
Devan Allan Royal
Tanner Ryan Beard Samples
Evan Gabriel Sanchez §
Justin C. Scannell
Jack E. Sigismondo
Kallista Stamas
Karsten Dieter Steinhorst
Kelly Swenson
Daniel P. Trott
Tyler J. Whitmarsh Δ
Troy Wilson § Δ
Souleymane Yattara
Alvaro Zamora Jr.

**EARTH SCIENCE**
Bachelor of Science

Natalie M. Cucina §§§ Δ
Paola Elizabeth Everson
Anna Michael Gutierrez
David Joseph Johnson
Spencer James Pearmund
Damian Christopher Wallace

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**
Bachelor of Science

David Aragon Jacinto
Hugo Fredy Barrientos Jr.
Preston C. Blakely Δ
Alexis Buenrostro
Isaiah Carr
David Fong Cheng
Jordan M. Davis
Nicolas Davis
Raman Singh Dhillon
Nilo Rosario Fernandes
Evan M. Garcia Trejo
Tyree Donta Hornbeck Jr.
Blake T. Janowicz §§§ Δ
Jason Sang Min Knight-Han § Δ
Natalie Jiang Liang § Δ
Shelby Lynne Liddicoet
Adam Lopez
Dylan Lopez
Francisco Fernando Maldonado Huinac
Lance Jeffrey Marguet
Noah G. Mervine
Jesus Perez Quintero
Chase Antonio Rivera
Jacob-Crispulo Tupaz Rojo
Roger Ruezga
Ryan T. Shumate
Alexander Kendall Sneed Δ

Andrew Michael Terrazas § Δ
Andrew Wolfe §§§ Δ

**ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING**
Master of Science

Daniel Omar Gil
John C. LaBarge
Het Jayeshbhai Patel
Joel Rechin
Jorge Alberto Solorio
Blake Gordon Zuniga

**GEOLOGY**
Bachelor of Science

Rachel J. Anderson Δ
Quinn Concannon
Nicole D. Kramer
Emily Anne Krtek
William Hunter Santsche
Colin Michael Vawter
Hunter Wagner
Maegin Jane Wilder §

**KINESIOLOGY**
Bachelor of Science

Natalie R. Allen
Ian Kanoa Anderson §
Briana Marie Avalos
Haley P. Azevedo
Rionna Grace Anore Bagaygay
Brennan R. Brett
Rachel Bryant
James Tyler Bymaster §§§
Leslie Lynette Cardona
Luis Mario Carrillo Jr §
Annemarie Marnier Casiano
Marilyn Cervantes-Munoz §§
Jocelyn Abigail Chacon Cuatro
Audrianna Marie Chappell
Victoria Yazbel Chavez §
Alyssa Maile Christianson §§
Andrew Jackson Christman
Shaylin Brianna Colindres
Keara Evelyn Colombo §§
Jafed Cortes
Andrew Francis Duggan
Erika Escutia Jacobo
Jordyn Evinger
Alexander Reig Filler §
Andrew Riley Fitzgerald
Giselle Fonseca Romero
Jewel Alesia Frias
Emma Caitrin Frost
Samantha Marie Fuentes
Ava N. Gackowski §
Itzel Yesenia Garcia Nava
John Daniel Gblah
Cole Ingram Geschwender §§§ ∆
Cesar Augusto Giron Corral §§
Ana Francisca Guevara
Grace Hanson
Kendall Rae Hernandez §
Ashley A. Hernandez-Ponce
Taryn Rose Higley §§
Ridge Luis Holguin
Amy Renee Holt
Kira Holtzer
Reagan Louise Hunt §
Jocelyn Jimenez Aguilar
Camille Naomi Johnson §§§
Taylor Johnson §
Leenor Avianna Karkay-Selea
Morgan E. Kimble §
Grace E. King §
Ava Nicole Kitts
Kevin Robert Kmak §
Eric Anthony Lagman
Alexander Loya §
Gabriela Magallanes
Kianna Briele Mercado Maldia
Kylie Marie Martin
Selomie Mebrahtu §
Deanna Mendes
Madison Marie Moreno
Terra Morin §
Gino Nimri
Nicholas R. Nygaard
Morgan Marie Osborne
Camryn Owens §§
Kimberly Marie Padilla
Christopher James Perez Fernandez
Darren Duy Pham
Alexandria Davida Porter
Jerelynne C. Prudencio §
Ajlen Joy Valdez Ramilo
Carson Olivia Rasmussen
Alexa Marie Rebeo §
Destanie Cheyanne Rendon
Addison Jamie Rickli
Kaila Natalie Rivera Verde
Jasmine Monique Rodriguez
Jessica Rojo
Bryan Rosales §
Mikayla Ann Rudis §
Maya Cristina Rutledge
Tania Salazar §
Donald Schulte III
Caitlin Ann Skurla §§
Catharina Smith
Maria Guadalupe Sosa Alfaro
Jacob Dylan Sutton
Lindsey Syverson-Wagner §
Peter Anthony Templeton
Lisette Esperanza Timajero
Lucas Townsend §
Jose Trujillo
Hannah Rain Vallerga
Elizabeth Catalina Vargas §§
Dominic Alexander Lee Vedar
Jazlyn Arianna Verduzco §§§
Tatianna Yasamin Warren §
Sarah Roshana Weintraub
William L. White
Sophia Elyse Winchell
Cole Alan Zielstorff

MATHEMATICS
Bachelor of Arts
Connor Albright §
Yamit Emily Ashkenazy ∆
Maribel Castro Ayala
Savanna Olivia Chasco
Kenya G. Cruz
Andrew Mihaly Evans §§
Eduardo Jose Garcia
Sydney Marie Hernandez §§§ Δ
Tyree Donta Hornbeck Jr.
Joseph Herbert Immel III Δ
Kacen Kenopic §
Raven Kathleen Lewis
Kelly Nataly Lopez
Ronimar Lopez-Bazan Δ
Virginia Marianna Muela
Salvador Junior Ochoa Zavalza §§ Δ
Christine Cotter Ortiz
Christine Mattea Plagmann §
Angelica Rodriguez-Perez
Owen Edward Marmaduke Walthard

**MATHEMATICS**

Bachelor of Science

David Isiah Ayala
Dakota N. Bold §
Anabel Pearl Camarena Δ
Savanna Olivia Chasco
Parker Hayward Eng Chin
Michael Ray Clifford
David E. Evans Δ
Jacob Bailey Flick
Alec Thomas Haynes
Joseph Herbert Immel III Δ
Matthew Charles Ivani §
Jade T. Kent
Misty Gill-Moore §
Alonso Quinn Ochoa
Salvador Junior Ochoa Zavalza §§ Δ
Kaitlin Ann Pell §
Isaac Aaron Shaeffer
Anthony Tah May

**NURSING**

Bachelor of Science

Estefany Abarca Tapia
Anna Ackerman
Fernando Aguilar §§
Rebecca Iliana Alfaro §
Jessica Allen
Eunice Veronica Amador §§
Danielle Domingo Andaya §§§
Khatuna Kayla Ashurova
Hannah Lynn Bennett §§§
Son-Anh Bidwell Δ
Jeffrey Burnham
Ariel Kamakahou Calistro
Alexandre E. Casper
Luis Cid Balderas
Alannah Belle Coker §§§
Nicole Crain
Christina Croco
Anja Marie Damazyn §§§
Sophia Rose DeMartino
Erica Rose Dori §§§
Emily Ann Egland §§§ Δ
Xiomara Veronica Espinoza §§
Lisa Marie Flint
Michael Lawrance Fong Jr. Δ
Natalie Adrienne Anne Gallegos
Aldena Garrett Δ
Maribel Gonzalez
Nicole K. Gorczyca §§§
Rhian Gracey
Angela S. Gutierrez
Rosa Hernandez
Bridget Hiatt §§§
Kevin Matthew Janas §§
Sharon Christina Jones §§§
Jordan James Jungwirth §§§
Todd Conall Mahoney
Selomie Mebrahtu §
Kayleeanna Meier
Carrie Abigail Moreno
Amanda S. Nascimento §§§
Blessing Ubong Nta
Andrea Ortega
Maricela Pacheco Tapia
Esperanza Pimentel
Maria Puente
Stephanie Rhoads
Natalie Sophia Roberts §§
Morgan Claire Rowles §§§
Eve Sachs
Rubi Santiago Martinez §§
Rebecca Susan Schaffer
Wendy Scott
Carolina Palomera Sedano §
Amber Tesch
Maxson Vogel §§ Δ
Virginia Stuart Wade
Alexis Wood §§§

NURSING
Master of Science
Zohra Akbari
Courtney Barsotti
Antonina Biagini Haener
Heidi Jo Bilsborough
Courtney Soto
Erin Marie Byrn
Grayson Castro
Eileen Priyanka Chetty
Martina Cordova
Olaf Kalev K Golubjatnikov Δ
Zeenat Gonzalez
Daniel Griffin
Holly R. Hamm
Joseph Neal Hiatt
Jane Rosie Joseph
Sharon Kaplan
Rubel Kaur
Deok Kim
Delza Ramolete Laynes
Lelah Susanne Levin
Dina Medeiros Lloyd Δ
Alexis Akima Loudon
Kinh Ly
Daria Lyashenko
Oziel Nassif Rudametkin
Jennifer Elaine Reis

NURSING Post MSN Certificate
Sara Burrington
Monica Garcia Covarrubias
Lisa Gay Fredrickson
Tanya Simone Johnston
Laura Dawn Slaughter
Stephanie Strickland
Melissa Winkelhaus

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Bachelor of Arts
Lorena Cervantes

PHYSICS
Bachelor of Arts
Angel Corletto

PHYSICS Bachelor of Science
Erazmus Bish
Andrew Mihaly Evans §§ Δ
Janelle Allison Griswold
Jacob Richard Ito
Pedro Jesus Quiñonez §§§ Δ
Katie Toman
Diana C. Vazquez

STATISTICS
Bachelor of Science
Nicole Christa Austin
Anubhav Bhattarai
Camila Amanda Carmona Δ
Erik Felizardo
Nathan Hedge §§
SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL SCIENCES
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University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans
School of Social Sciences Leadership  Faculty and Staff
Alumni Representative  Travis Saracco, 2012
   Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors
School Student Banner Bearer  Jessica Pequeda Orozco, B.A., Human Development
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Welcome and Introductions
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Greeting
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Conferral of Honorary Doctorate
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Honorary Doctorate Address
Herman J. Hernandez, 2023 Honorary Doctorate Recipient

Student Addresses
Master’s Candidate
Erica Ramirez, M.A., Cultural Resources Management
Bachelor’s Candidate
Felicia Quijano-Beck, B.A., History

Presentation of Candidates
Master’s Degrees
Bachelor’s Degrees
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Hooding of Master’s Candidates
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Conferral of Degrees
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message
Travis Saracco, 2012
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL

University Mace Bearer  Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
University Banner Bearer  Jeff Baldwin, Ph.D., Geography, Environment, and Planning
University President  Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Dean  Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences
University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans
School of Social Sciences Leadership  Faculty and Staff
Alumni Representative  Dustin De Matteo, 2015
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors
School Student Banner Bearer  Pamela Cruz, B.A, Criminology and Criminal Justice Studies
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Chair of the Faculty
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Greeting
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President

Student Address
Bachelor’s Candidate
Angelina Torres, B.A., Sociology

Presentation of Candidates
Bachelor’s Degrees
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Conferral of Degrees
Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee, Ph.D., President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message
Dustin De Matteo, 2015
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
ANTHROPOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts
John Robert Cashman
Isabel Julianna Castillo
Yanira Yamileth De Leon Reyes
Rebecca Lynn Dow
Gavin Dodge Ellsworth
Ethan Gullickson
Lena Pascal Hammack
Benjamin George Owens Heaney
Luca David Scarlata Herman
Shea Marie Herrera
Devan M. Johnson
Miles Taylor Kellam
Ella L’Am-Shaw
Michael Robert Lanting
Katherine Bernadette Longanecker
Jesse Merodio
Marissa Montes
Vivian Marie Muñoz
Shaun Barton Pierce
Itzel Negrete Ramirez
Logan Reich-Svenson
Cynthia Lizabeth Reyna-Peña
Elizabeth Rios
Rene Rodriguez
Lydia Grace Ruybal
Lauren Nicole Solares
Grace Katherine Swanton
Kean Walker Follett
Simone Evelyn Ward
Erin Lee Collins
Omar Cortez
Courtney Kalyn Crakow
Maria de Jesus Dalia Villagomez Pulido
Michael De Martini
Alexandra Kay Dorris
Emily Kathleen Emmerson
Yodite Mengistab Gebre
Aubrea Gray
Isabella Gregoretti
Cerbelio Gilberto Grijalva Reyes
Sujin Ha
Lucas Harris
Fay Hartje
Itzel Lopez Sanchez
Iris Prevali Mallgren
Brianna Marr
Juan Luis Mercado Trujillo
Guadalupe Nava Franco
Chris James Nicolaou
Nicole Cassandra Penrod
Angelica Rose Polisera
Esmeralda Ramirez Ortiz
Monica Lauren Singer
Stephanie Joan Stiavetti
Hana Francina Stusser
Anabel Vizcarra

CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Tyler Adge
Toninia Shirlee Allen
Max Martin Almaraz
Natalie Angel Caro
Kayla F. Boorman
Jacqueline Calvillo
Isabella R. Cannon
Ethan Carrillo
Paige Elizabeth Carter
Peri Roxanna Cherashore
Fatima Monserrat Contreras Bermudez
Erica Karen Crume
Pamela Cruz
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Emma De La Cruz Ponce
Bryon W. Deaven
Tyrone S. Fernando §
Yesenia Gisselle Flores Briseno §
Meredith Janna Ford
Ariana Gallegos Madrigal
Elena M. Garay §
Estiben Rocael Garcia
Shirley Leilani Garcia Espinoza §§
Carson E. Gary
Rianah Marie Gonzales
Andrea Montserrat Gonzalez §
Lizbeth Gonzalez
Kelly Lynn Goodlow
Daisy Guerrero Uzueta
Abigail Grayce Harr
Adam Lee Harris-Bloom
Jason Hernandez
Ella Alisa Hernandez §§
Antonio Herrera
Jose De Jesus Herrera-Martinez
Conner Holmsten §
Jill Kawakami §
Laney Tate Kugler §
Andrea Victoria Lopez Avila §§§
Kelly Yanira Lopez Azanon
Frances Nashalise Lopez Rios
Mariela Lopez-Corona
Jessica Marin
Giavanna Maria Martinez
Juliana Martinez-Beltrano
Jennifer Silvy Martinez Mazariegos
Sophia Rose Martins §§
Julia Massone §§
Ryan James Matoso
Cindy Sarai Mazariegos §
Mia Raine McDaniel
Angel Alexander Mendoza
Enrique Giovanni Mendoza
Gerardo Meza-Perez
Johanna L. Miller §
Aliyana Gabrielle Montevirgen
Sierra A. Moore
Esmeralda Muñiz Madrigal §§
Kathleen Ann Murphy
Morgan Tyler Newens
Katelyn Michelle Ormsby
Patrick Joeph O’Sullivan
Itzel Perez
Cristal Lizbeth Perez Sierra
Fatima Portillo Rivas
Hint Singh Rai §§
Yessenia Resendiz Torres §
Kenya Aylne Robles
Braulio Laguna Rodriguez
Fabian Rodriguez
Cassidy Michelle Romano
Smirna Yajaira Romero
Mikayla Marie Royer
Celine Mercedes Rubalcava
Jesus Eduardo Sanchez-Diaz
Annalise Elisabeth Scialabba
Madisson Marie Summers §
Sophia Eleonore Taylor
Juan F. Valencia
Jennifer C. Venegas
Raquel Victoria Vertheim §§
Jhojan Stanley Zelaya

CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Master of Arts
Leslie J. Hoefert
Margaret Rose O’Leary
Erica Jessica Ramirez
Leann Schuler Taagepera

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Science
Blaine Matthew Austin §
Nicholas Jordan Caviles Battung
Edwin Juarez-Garcia
James Quan

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, GEOGRAPHY, AND PLANNING
Bachelor of Arts
Juliette Dionicia Avila §
Owen Bianchini Stults ∆
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, GEOGRAPHY, AND MANAGEMENT
Bachelor of Science
Ellyse L. Cappellano
Dante Antonio Cavallo §
Lillian Harmony Cella Δ
Molly McBride Clemons
Sean Patrick Elerding
Hailey Rose Elson
Shay Kaleen Furze
Danielle S. Gulseth §
Brenda McChesney
Devon Vincent Surber §
Ian Tobía

GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT
Bachelor of Arts
Eligio Jose Arreola §
Natalie Christine Ausili
Carlos Barragan-Franco
Harrison Clayton Beuerman
Mia Caparaz §
Linda Clark
Diego Cornejo-Esquivel
Sarah Joy Davidson
Kristie Marquez
Leslie Isabel Ramirez Padilla
Mina Evelyn Rivera
Michele Lynn Swannucci
Isabella A. Traylor

GLOBAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Russell Ethan Bartow
Kellen McTee Matthews
Molly Elizabeth Oates §§ Δ
Quinn Paul Stewart

HISTORY
Bachelor of Arts
Alexia Acosta
Maya Babow
Felicia Quijano-Beck §§ Δ
Jackson Book
Ronilyn Broderick Δ
Fatima S. Carrasco
Charles Lucas Cerna
Angeline Coetzee
Leah Jean Cohen
Grant Reid Ladd Cubberly
Joshua James Dahl
Kyle DeFoor § Δ
Rebecca Lynn Dow
Katie Elizabeth Julian
Mackenzie L. Frasier
Dylan Thomas Griffith
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Bachelor of Arts

Sarah Jessica Abraham
Cynthia Aczel
Bryanna Melissa Alfaro
Abigail L. Broadfoot
Samantha Jean Baron Chojnacki
Wendy Contreras
Jacob Richard Dent
Hailey Madison Estabrook
Mikayla Marie Garcia
Stephanie Nicole Garcia Alvarez
Veronica Lee Howell
Chanelle Monique Gil-Hernandez
Iyana L. Haynes
Asher David Mayer-Jachec
Emilia Legorreta
Lissette Vanessa Maclin
Uziel Magana Martine
Isabel Magat
Meghan Bernice Mills
Mariana M. Monreal
Gianna Gage Moore
Melina Rose Osmundson
Louie Pelaez Jr.
Jessica Pesqueda Orozco
Samuel Thomas Richter
Soteil M. Specht
Hannah Dora Taylor

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Aaron Burton
Ana-Estella Ellen Calles
Anthony Do
Yanet Gonzalez
Jennifer Mae Harte
Tiffany Yoling Maynard
Iris Olvera

HISTORY
Master of Arts

Thomas Wolfgang Bouwer
Cole Brodnansky

Zachary Louis Fritz
Sofia Meher Jamall
George Fairbanks Lynch
Kevin James Teuscher
Matthew Charles Roehm
Priscilla Marie Saldaña
Emilie Josephine Smith
Brian Tajii
Jamie Freymuth Thompson
Rheannon Victoria Torres
Emma L. Tynan
Eduardo Vasquez
Jorge Veloz Cisneros
Caitlin Young Hermosillo

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**
Bachelor of Arts
Caroline Grace Adams §§ Δ
Sean-Carlo W. Afre
Emma Marie Alexander
Manuel Francisco Bernal IV
Ceytera Kennedy Berthold
Kailer Chase Boynton
George Andrew Garth Bray
Lisa Long Butcher Δ
Trevor Robert Coffey
Jorge Andres Correa
Julianne Culley
Katelyn Anne Darcy
John Griffin O’Keefe Delles
Danielle Lauren Desrosiers
Mary DiMaggio
Thomas Dixon
Maxwell Steven D’Orso Δ
Evan Patrick Farmer §§ Δ
Katelyn Ann Felton §
Jaret M. Fiflick
Melody Francis
Abraham Garcia Nunez Δ
Ross Steven Goldschlag
Adriana Gomez
Rosa Maria Gomez
Gianni S. Gonzales
Lena Pascal Hammack
Grace Catherine Harney
Caitlyn Marie Helweg
Dante J. Hernandez
Maxwell Ross Hinton
Natasha Lauren Hopwood
Alexander Driskill Horigan
Joseph Dylan Kahler
Samantha Rose Kava
Sean Kangsan Kim
Zachary A. Koblick de Leon § Δ
Jered William La Giusa-Riedeman
Addison Luong
Anisya Sophie Lustig-Ellison §§ Δ
Antonio Nicolas Macias
Natalia Eva Macias
Jasmin A. Madriz §
Ryan Ara Mathews
Anthony Mendoza
Cameron Miller
Itzel Anahi Montes Velazquez
Anjali Nand
Anthony Raymond O’Connor Δ
Robert Rogers
Landon Forrest Russell §§
Benjamin Sheiner
Maria Guadalupe Sosa-Ramos
Kaitlyn Rose Tedesco
Margarita Thomas
Teyolia Malia Velasquez
Shawna Williams
Antonio Zavala

**PSYCHOLOGY**
Bachelor of Arts
Ariana Celia Acevedo
Christa Jane Adkins
Martin Alexander Aguilar §
Alexis Angela Alcantar
Shaela Mounira Alejandre
Taylor Mae Alford
Sara Lynn Allen
Luz Elena Almanza Renteria
Abril Almaraz Sanchez
Shastl Andre §§§
Elsa Chenoa Angeleri
Marie Elizabeth Arago §
Conny Arita
Hazel Nicole Armenta Rojas
Summer Therese Anne Groves §
Mariana Guerrero §§
Leah Marie Gulley
Gabriella Marie Gutierrez
Yuiana Gutierrez Velazquez
Ana Cecilia Gutierrez Franco
Jacqueline Guadalupe Gutierrez Garcia
Savannah Alicia Guzman §§
Natalie Venezia Hajjar §§§
Stamatia Haritoudis §
Nathan Harper §§
Kelsey Harrison §§
Peyton Jean Hause
Andrea S. Heller §
Caïlin Ann Henry
Edwin S. Heredia II
Jenna Jo Hernandez
Paula G. Hernandez
Adilene Hernandez Perez §
Angela Julianna Herrera
John Michael Hershman
Aleksandra Kristina Hillman §
Katherine R. Hinds §
Sarah Jane Hinton
Jessie Lee Hobbs
Jennifer Holland §
Kaci McKenna Holliday §§
Lizette Yvana Hurtado
Gabriella Nicole Hyland §§
Valerie Iriks §§§
Humaira Jabeen §§
Haley Eve Jackson
Jasmine Jacobs
Aubriana Kier Jenkins
Devin W. Johnston §§§
Emily Jeannette Johnston
Devri Patricia Jones §§§
Lillian Mei-Hong Olivia Jue §
Carlie Kampmann
Joseph Kaput
Lindsay Noelani Kawelo
Ariana Maria Kendall §
Jessica Kenitzer §§
Rosalie Isabella King
Logan Craig Knowlton
Alexa Georgia Kolintzas
Hannah J. Kwong
Kyra Labbe-Renault §
Laura Linda Lacalle
Alfredo Landa Soto §
Junica Reanne Lane
Olivia Juliette Lang
Jasmine Lappin §§
Clare Isabella Lawlor
Shannon Marie Lee
Jonathan O. Lerma
Gabriella Rose Lester
Leksi Elizabeth Lincoln
Max Rouven Link §§
Monica Lising
Dante L. Lonardo §
Kimberly Aislinn Lopez Adame §
Jessica Rocio Lopez Morales
Sophia Jivana LoRe §§
Isabel Adelene Lunderman §
Isabelle E. Mack §§
Sarita Mackay
Andi Joy Nichol Madison §
Miriam Sophie Maenner
Rut Esmeralda Maldonado Leyva
Gary Aurelio Malfatti §
Brandynn Manning
Bianca Lizette Maravilla
Maria Isela Martinez
Natalie Marie Martinez
Haylee Lynn Mathews §
Makenna McAdoo §
Mia Leilani McCall
Christie Brae McCormick §
Daniel Jeffrey McCormick
Kitara Korissa McCray
Katherine McGlynn-Gilbert
Iamuel McPherson §
Sophia E. Mendoza §
Montserrat Jacqueline Mendoza-Rodriguez
Inbal Michaelson §§§
Hillary Spolini §
Brittany Nicole Starks §
Chloe K. Stearns
Benjamin Roland Steingass §
Morgan E. Stewart
Alexandra Grace Stone
Sophia Lorraine Swofford
Amairani Aimee Tafolla §§
Emily Mieko Tatsukawa §§
Izabela Resende Tavares §
Trinity Rose Taylor §
Sophia Amaneh Teixeira
Mariela Marie Tellez §§§
Emma Roselene Thomas §
Sara Michelle Thompson
William J. Thompson §§
Ariah Thornton
Janet Ann Tishma
Carlynn Elizabeth Tocchini
Elsa Torres
Daniela Torres Hernandez §
Perla Maria Trujillo
Michael Joseph Trujillo §§§
Kristine Noel Trzeciak §§
Sean Michael Tucker §
Abigail Vanskike §
Rico Lance Vasquez
Calista Vazquez
Jason Dakota Vigil
Rosalia Day Volatile
Chloe Helen Wade §
Anthony C. Wagner §
Allison Stacey Walls
Sarah Walsh
Kaitlyn Walters §
Ashton Elisabeth Walton §
Vanessa Elise Ware
Ann Christine Watts §§
Seanan Brice Bochum Weber §§
Stacy Heather Wedeck §§
Sara M. Wenger §§
Rachel Willey
Rhonda Renee Williams §§§

Jillian Wilson §
Stephanie D. Winick
Brendan Ryan Wolf §§
Julian Christopher Wolfe §§§
Aaron Oakley Woltersperger §§
Nicholas Kang-Di Wong
Michele Inge Anni Wood
Amanda Phoenix Yebra §§§
Nathan Yelle
Payton Young Lehman
Catherine Mary Yubeta §§§

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Arts
Marie Lorraine Dennett

SOCIOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts
Lilia Martha Alcazar
Nancy Esmeralda Alonso Salaz
Nia Arceneaux
Araceli Avila Ramos
Monica Azevedo
Leonard Wyatt Baio
Shaila Rose Banger
Corinne Danielle Ignacio Baniqued
Katherine Nicole Bantle §
Lizbeth Barragan Cardenas
Mariel Elena Belford
Jasmine Luna Belmont § ∆
Felix Antonio Bonifacio Rodriguez
Peyton Elizabeth Bratton
Zachary Brikovich
Steven Dexter Brooks
Sarah Alexandra Brown
Daniel Cabral
Angelica Gabriela Campos § ∆
Jennifer Esmeralda Campos Vega
Mericia Yarely Cano
Mariaellena L. Capaccioli
Janae Capeto
Omar Carreno
Kimberly Cendejas
Adriela Chavez
Nai’a Smith-Namakaeha
Sophia Somarriba
Ali Yohari Soto Anguiano
Michelle Ann Stanton
Sabrina Louise Stephens
Maria Jesus Tah Pech
Christine Huong Tram Thach
Alice A. Tikoibau
Angelina Elizabeth Torres ∆
Marisol Torres Espinoza ∆
Michal Tredowski
Erin Renee Rollins Trosky ∆
Antonio Arnold Vallerga
Georgia Querida Van Amsterdam
Cynthia Adriana Vargas
Apolinar Vega
Alondra Vera
Gabriella C. Zavala § ∆
Zane Zinkl

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Katherine Nicole Bantle
Megan Ione Bosch §§ ∆
Madison M. Bryant §
Katelyn Anne Darcy
Natalie del Carmen de Anda Garcia
Elizabeth Gonzalez Almanza
Jenna Harrison
Aleksandra Kristina Hillman
Lillian Mei-Hong Olivia Jue
Crystal M. Llopis
Jennifer Lopez ∆
Mykayla Louie §
Katherine S. Marcus ∆
Estefania Yamilet Rodriguez
Julia Claire Romero §§ ∆
Meaghan Elisabeth Ross
Stefany Sanchez Mejia
Ariana Sanchez Santoyo
Jack P. Tess
Teyolia Malia Velasquez
Sonoma State University

CABINET

Ming-Tung “Mike” Lee
President

Karen Moranski
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Monir Ahmed
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer

Mario Perez
Vice President for Advancement

Gerald Jones
Vice President for Student Affairs

Jacob Yarrow
Executive Director, Green Music Center

Jerlena Griffin-Desta
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Strategic Initiatives and Diversity

The California State University

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Ex Officio Trustees
Gavin Newsom, Governor of California
Eleni Kounalakis, Lieutenant Governor
Anthony Rendon, Speaker of the Assembly
Tony K. Thurmond, State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Jolene Koester, CSU Interim Chancellor

Appointed Trustees
Larry L. Adamson
Diana Aguilar-Cruz
Diego Arambula
Jack B. Clarke, Jr., Vice Chair
Douglas Faigin
Jean Picker Firstenberg
Wenda Fong, Chair

Leslie Gilbert-Lurie
Lillian Kimbell
Maria Linares
Julia I. Lopez
Jack McGrory
Anna Ortiz-Morfit
Yammilette “Sami” Rodriguez
Romey Sabalius
Lateefah Simon
Christopher Steinhauser
Jose Antonio Vargas
FACULTY

TENURE/TENURE-TRACK

Emily Acosta Lewis, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Krista Altaker, Ph.D., San Francisco State University
Puspa Amri, Ph.D., Claremont University
Owen Anfinson, Ph.D., University of Calgary
Thomas Atkin, Ph.D., Michigan State University
Sandra M. Ayala, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Chiara D. Bacigalupa, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Zeke Baker, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Jeffrey Baldwin, Ph.D., University of Oregon
Gina Baleria, Ph.D., San Francisco State University
Jenny E. Bent, D.M.A., University of Illinois, Urbana Campus
Lisa Bentley, Ph.D., Texas Tech University
Cecile Bhang, Ph.D., Loyola University Chicago
Anthony Bish, M.F.A., Temple University
Stephen Bittner, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Cynthia Boaz, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Alexis Boutin, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Florence G. Bouvet, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
N. Samuel Brannen II, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Glenn Brassington, Ph.D., University of Missouri-Columbia
Brantley L. Bryant, Ph.D., Columbia University
Buckley, Maureen, Ph.D., Boston College
Elizabeth Ann Burch, Ph.D., Michigan State University
Megan Burke, Ph.D., University of Oregon
Bryan Burton, Ph.D., University of California, Irvine
Martha Byrne, Ph.D., University of New Mexico
Marco Calavita, Ph.D., New York University

Christine Cali, M.F.A., Hollis College
Angelo Camillo, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
Richard M. Campbell, Jr., Ph.D., University of Oregon
Susan Campbell, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Fawn Canady, Ph.D., University of Nevada
Sergio Canavati De La Torre, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Kansas City
Orlando Carreon, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Rhianna Casesa, Ph.D., San Diego State University
Letha Ch’ien, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Kathryn Chang, Ph.D., University of Toledo
Young Min Chun, Ph.D., University of Idaho
Emily Clark, Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Matthew L. Clark, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Michael F. Cohen, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Samuel Cohen, Ph.D., University of Toronto, Canada
Andy Collinsworth, D.M.A., Arizona State University
Lynn R. Cominsky, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Gillian F. Conoley, M.F.A., University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Sena Clara Creston, M.F.A., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Daniel E. Crocker, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz
Steven Cuellar, Ph.D., Texas A&M University
Kristen Daley, M.F.A., University of Washington
Naga Lakshmi Damaraju, Ph.D., Ohio University
Emily Ray, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Napoleon C. Reyes, Ph.D., Sam Houston State University
Suzanne Rivoire, Ph.D., Stanford University
Jennifer Roberson, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Deborah Roberts, D.Ed., University of Laverne
Hilda Romero, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Don Romesburg, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Jordan Rose, D.N.P., Fresno State University
Yonjoong Ryuh, Ph.D., Mississippi State University
Mohamed Salem, Ph.D., New Jersey Institute Technology
Talena Sanders, M.F.A., Duke University
Adele Santana, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
Michael R. Santos, Ph.D., Boston College
Nanette Schonleber, Ph.D., University of Hawaii at Manoa
Richard J. Senghas, Ph.D., University of Rochester
Scott Severson, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Hongtao Shi, Ph.D., West Virginia University
Martha Shott, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Sudhir Shrestha, Ph.D., Louisiana Tech University
Julie L. Shulman, Ph.D., University of Memphis
Benjamin Smith, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Heather J. Smith, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz
Hilary Smith, M.L.I.S., San José State University
Bülent Sökmen, Ph.D., University of Connecticut
Daniel Soto, Ph.D., Stanford University
Silvia Soto, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Kaitlin Springmier, M.L.I.S., University of Wisconsin-Madison
Elizabeth P. Stanny, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Thaine Stearns, Ph.D., University of Washington
Theresa Burruel Stone, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
John P. Sullins III, Ph.D., State University of New York at Binghamton
Janejira Sutanonpaiboon, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University
Parissa T. Tadrissi, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Thomas Targett, Ph.D., University of Edinburgh
Elizabeth C. Thach, Ph.D., Texas A&M University
Karen Thompson, Ph.D., State University of New York
Sunil K. Tiwari, Ph.D., New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Suzanne C. Toczyski, Ph.D., Yale University
Anastasia Tosouni, Ph.D., University of California, Irvine
Robert W. Train, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Charlene Tung, Ph.D., University of California, Irvine
John C. Urbanski, Ph.D., University of South Carolina
Anna Valdez, Ph.D., Capella University
Elisa R. Velásquez-Andrade, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin
Mario Venegas, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin
Emily Vieira Asencio, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Natalia Villanueva-Nieves, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Elita Virmani, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Rajeev Virmani, D.Ed., University of San Francisco
Andrew I. Wallace, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Timothy J. Wandling, Ph.D., Stanford University
Marcia Watts, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
Mary Werder, Ph.D., Meridian University
Richard Whitkus, Ph.D., Ohio State University
Thomas Whitley, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
Brian S. Wilson, D.M.A., University of Arizona
Damien Wilson, Ph.D., University of South Australia
John Wingard, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University
Ching Wo, Ph.D., State University of New York at Stony Brook
Zachary Wong, Ph.D., University of Mississippi
Carmen Works, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Nansong Wu, Ph.D., Florida International University
Yajuan Xiang, Ph.D., University at Buffalo
Soo Yeon Yoon, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Adam Zagelbaum, Ph.D., Ball State University
Mackenzie Zippay, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

Stay connected to your alumni family through the Sonoma State University Alumni Association.

alumni@sonoma.edu /ssualumni
www.ssualumni.org/SSU_Alumni

#sonomastate